ABSTRACT. This work solves many of the classical extremal problems posed in the class of functions 2,,,
Through an analogous scheme, we also solve extremal problems in S". ., the subclass of functions in S with K(p)-quasiconformal extenstions to the exterior of the unit disk.
2. Schiffer's theorem. Presently we shall define the variation to be used and state the main conclusions of Schiffer and Schober's work. We refer the reader to [11] , [10] , [12] , [13] , [8] for details.
Suppose ß is a simply connected domain. We assume that K is a real valued, piecewise constant function on ii, which assumes the value K., 1 < K ■ < «>, on a fixed open, connected subset Ü., j= 1, ... , N. Let J be a normalized family of K-quasiconformal mappings of Í1. We assume that ? is normalized in a standard fashion so that ÍF is compact in the topology of locally uniform convergence.
Next, suppose À is a continuous real valued functional defined on 3". Then there exist / e ? such that
To obtain necessary conditions that / must satisfy, we begin by constructing variations as in [10] . Let xv be the characteristic function of the disk \w-wv\ <p", and let |aj <e < 1, v = 1, • •• , Jl. Assume these disks are disjoint and contained in a fixed bounded set B. Now define
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(2) ft = Z avXv. In particular, a solution for (3) is of the form [6] Hap2 * o2 -\w-w I2
where 0(c2)/e2 is uniformly bounded depending only on the bounded set B.
Now suppose / £ 3". Further, in addition to assuming that the disjoint disks \w-u/J < pv, v -1, •••,)!, are in a fixed bounded set B, we also assume that they are in /(ß). We then denote /* « / ° 0 ° / where / is an appropriate Mobius transformation so that /* possesses the normalization of if.
Definition. We will say a real valued functional A on J has a continuous variational derivative on Î if Schiffer's theorem [ll] , [12] , [13] , [8] , [10] . Suppose (ii) 3" is a normalized, compact family of K-quasiconformal mappings on ß. 3. Golusin distortion theorem. We shall now apply the results of the preceding section to the class 2^ to derive bounds for the extremal problem usually referred to as the Golusin distortion theorem [2] . We begin by observing that for g eS^ (since Sn is a subclass of £), it makes sense to consider (6) log^-g0 z -w fot \w\ > 1, provided we are referring to the branch (single valued in this domain)
of the logarithm function that approaches zero when at least one of the points z or w approaches infinity. For z = w we replace the difference quotient by the derivative. It then follows that (6) is analytic for \z\, \w\ > 1 and has a series expansion of the form
As in the classical case, we shall refer to the coefficients, d defined in (7) as the Grunsky coefficients [lyi^4 (12) ](w; f) =fy/A(w; f) dw = i ¿ y¡ log (w -g(z¡».
Hence, the extremal property of g implies
is analytic in r. < |z| < r-,, which in turn implies each q{z) has a Laurent series expansion of the form We note that this result is sharp. Clearly for \z\ > 1, any g satisfying (31) is extremal. To extend g to |z| < 1 so that g eXj; we use (18) and the following relationship, which is equivalent to (13),
for r. < \z\ < r. ,. qx(z) is obtained from (13) for /= 1 and the continuity of (31) on |je| -1. (47) iW-lAl-tfrj'MrW)).
We note that, for £(') C(»y*,. rj"), by the piecewise continuity of k, we have
where A is defined by (41). Hence (45) 
where 92f| is defined by (52).
Remark 3. (i) By Remark 2, (i) and (ii), we can derive the bounds for the
Golusin distortion functional defined on 2^ and 2^ [5] , respectively, by replacing 9, in (55) by the corresponding value (54).
(ii) We note that (55) is sharp since (32) is sharp, hence by equation ( -ky^ogd-z/zA forr<|ar| < 1 for some 0 < Q < 2n. 6 . Corollaries to the Golusin distortion theorem. In a scheme analogous to the preceding work, we can find a bound for the Golusin distortion functional defined on the class SK-. where K(p) is now a piecewise continuous function of bounded variation defined on !p: 1 < p < R < 001. m-^l-kd-)l f feSK(pY then (82) U z!| <6 £ kl ' T rn\z"-l\2, \z\ < 1. ll-*(l+)f2m
Remark 5. In (29), (52), and (60) of § §3, 5, and 6, respectively, we tacitly assumed that the quotients were not indeterminate.
Should they be indeterminate in some case, we define them by continuity relative to the parameters. Then all solutions to extremal problems considered here remain valid by continuity of the respective functionals.
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